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Abstract—
This paper describes a novel, ultra-fast heuristic algorithm to
address an NP-hard optimization problem. One of its significances
is that, for the first time, the paper shows that a heuristic algorithm
can also have better overall performance than its time-consuming,
Integer Linear Programming (ILP) based counterparts in the online case, which is non-intuitive.
The proposed heuristic algorithm is useful for developing effective shared path (mesh) protection schemes that establish survivable connections in modern networks. The advantage of our
heuristic algorithm over existing algorithms for finding a pair of
link (or node) disjoint paths, Active Path (AP) and Backup Path
(BP) comes from the following salient feature. It uses a so-called
Potential Backup Cost (PBC) function when selecting an AP in the
first phase, in order to take into consideration the backup bandwidth needed by the corresponding BP yet to be chosen in the second phase. The PBC function is derived mathematically based on
rigorous statistical analysis of experimental data. While the use of
PBC only requires partial aggregate information on existing connections and distributed control, it can also be applied even more
effectively when complete information is available.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Many emerging applications including nation-wide collaborative science and engineering projects require that reliable,
high-bandwidth connections be dynamically set up and released
between large computing resources (e.g., storage with terabytes
to petabytes of data, clustered supercomputers and visualization displays). To meet the requirements of these emerging
applications in an economical way, a network must be able
to quickly provision bandwidth-guaranteed survivable connections (i.e., connections with sufficient protection against possible failures of network components such as links or nodes).
Driven by service providers’ desire to generate more revenues
from existing infrastructure, much frequent connection set-ups
and releases are expected in the future. This, in conjunction
with the large (and increasing) size of the Internet, necessitates
a scalable solution to the above on-line provisioning problem.
Being able to fast provision survivable connections with guaranteed QoS (such as bandwidth) is also a key feature of the
envisioned next generation networks [1–5]. In this work, we
will introduce such a scalable scheme that can achieve optimal
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bandwidth efficiency (and revenue) at an ultra-fast request processing speed under distributed control.
In a high-speed network, a link (e.g., a fiber) can carry up to a
few terabits per second. Such a link may fail due to human mistakes (e.g., mis-configuration), software bugs, hardware defects
(or simply the aging of some materials), natural disasters (e.g.,
flooding or earthquakes), or even perpetrators (e.g., terrorists
or hackers). As our national security, economy and even dayto-day life rely more and more on computer and telecommunication networks, avoiding disruptions to information exchange
due to unexpected failures becomes increasingly important.
A. Problem Description
Shared path protection is an effective method used in modern
survivable networks to protect a connection from the failure of
any single link or a single node (other than the ingress or egress
node of the connection). With path protection, a link (or node)disjoint pair of paths from an ingress node to an egress node,
called Active Path (AP) and Backup Path (BP), respectively, is
used to satisfy each connection. Assume that a connection requires w units of bandwidth. The amount of bandwidth needed
on each link along the AP to establish the connection, hereafter
referred to as Active Bandwidth (ABW), is w units. When there
is no sharing of bandwidth of any kind (the case with bandwidth
sharing will be discussed in the next paragraph), the amount of
bandwidth to be reserved on each link along the BP, hereafter
referred to as Backup Bandwidth (BBW), is also w units. This
BP will be used to (re-)establish the connection to re-route the
information to be carried after the AP breaks due to a link failure along the AP (and before the AP can be restored). Such
a path protection scheme will be referred to as the No Sharing
(NS) scheme.
The concept of shared path protection is illustrated using the
following example. Assume that two connections, requiring w1
and w2 units of bandwidth, respectively, are established using
two link (or node) disjoint APs. Note that under such an assumption, the two APs cannot break at the same time provided
that at most one link (or node) in the network can fail at any
given time(or more precisely, no additional failures may occur
before an existing failure is repaired, which is a fairly practical
and reasonable assumption). Accordingly, their corresponding
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BPs need not be used to (re)-establish the two connections, respectively, at the same time either. Hence, if the two corresponding BPs use the same link e, they can share the BBW
without affecting the survivability of either connection. More
specifically, with shared path protection, the total BBW that
needs be allocated on link e (for the two BPs) is max{w1 , w2 }
(instead of w1 + w2 ). While approaches other than shared path
protection may be adopted to achieve a good degree of survivability, this work focuses on shared path protection for its quick
restoration speed (without requiring fast fault localization) and
high bandwidth efficiency.
In shared path protection, the problem of minimizing the Total Bandwidth (TBW) (which is the sum of ABW and BBW)
needed to satisfy a given set of requests for establishing connections is NP-hard. Intuitively, this is because in order for two
BPs to share their BBW on a common link, their corresponding AP’s must be link (or node) disjoint. Thus, minimization of
TBW requires joint-optimization of both the AP and BP selection. Many off-line schemes with applications to SONET, ATM
and WDM networks case have been proposed (see for example
the work in [6–8] and the references contained therein).
In the on-line case to be studied, not all requests arrive at
the same time, and a decision as to how to satisfy a request
for connection establishment (if possible at all) has to be made
without knowing which requests will arrive in the future, and,
for the sake of guaranteed QoS, without being able to rearrange
the way existing connections are established. In such an case,
a sensible approach is to try to allocate minimal TBW when
satisfying each request for connection establishment, which is
still an NP-hard problem due to possible BBW sharing among
the new BP to be established and the existing BPs.
The above approach may lead to either the minimization of
TBW needed to support a given number of requests, or the
maximization of revenues for a given network capacity, or both
(these two performance metrics will be described in more detail in Sec. VII). In fact, several schemes based on Integer
Linear Programming (ILP) formulations have been proposed
to optimize for each request in the on-line case. However,
these schemes (as well as other schemes taking a similar “jointoptimization” approach) are bound to have a long request processing time, and thus impractical for on-line provisioning in
a large network. On the other hand, simple and fast heuristics such as Active Path First (APF) [9], which selects an AP
with the least amount of ABW first (without taking into consideration the BBW needed for the corresponding BP) and then
selects a BP, each time using any well-known polynomial time
shortest path algorithm, are known to yield less optimal results.
We observe that even if one can allocate minimal TBW for
each request, one cannot guarantee the best overall performance in terms of minimization of TBW needed to support a
given number of requests that have arrived over time, or maximization of revenues for a given network capacity. This is why
schemes based on ILP formulations for the on-line case may not

yield the best overall performance (unlike in the off-line case).
In fact, one of the pleasantly surprising results of this paper is
that our heuristic algorithm proposed in this paper for determining an AP and a BP can perform better than schemes based on
ILP formulations (with the same input), and at the same time,
can process requests several orders of magnitude faster. To our
best knowledge, this is also the first work that shows a heuristic algorithm performs better than ILP-based schemes (at least
for the problem under consideration, which is a non-intuitive
result.

B. Comparison with Related Work
In order to determine whether or not a new BP can share
BBW with an existing BP on a given link, and consequently,
exactly how much additional BBW on the link needs be allocated, a controller (either in centralized or decentralized control implementation) needs to maintain complete per-flow information as in the Sharing with Complete Information (SCI)
scheme (which uses an ILP formulation) [10] or complete aggregated information as in the Survivable Routing (SR) scheme
(which uses the APF heuristic) [9]. In both cases, the amount
of information to be maintained by a controller is (more or less)
O(E 2 ), where E is the number of links in a network.
Several other schemes have been proposed which require
only O(E) partial (and aggregated) information (but overestimate the additional BBW needed by the new BP). They include the Sharing with Partial Information (SPI) scheme in [10]
and our Distributed Partial Information Management (DPIM)
scheme in [11], both of which use an ILP formulation, which
is time-consuming and non-scalable (for example, to process
one connection establishment request in an 80-node network, it
takes about 10-15 minutes on a low-end workstation [10]).
In order to reduce the computational overhead associated
with the ILP based approaches, a primal-dual based approach
and an approach based on the Shortest Pair of Path (SPP) algorithm [12], were also proposed for SPI and DPIM, respectively. However, like all other heuristics, including a modified
SPP algorithm where the costs of using a link on an AP and an
BP can be different [13], these approaches do not perform as
well as their ILP-based counterparts in terms of minimizing the
TBW needed in the on-line case. While heuristics are desirable
in terms of their scalability, many researchers take the resulting degraded performance for granted as a tradeoff, and few
has questioned whether any heuristic can perform better than
its ILP-based counterpart or not.
The proposed ultra-fast and optimal heuristic algorithm to
determine an AP and a BP is applicable with either complete
or partial information. The salient feature that distinguishes
our path determination algorithm from the methods used by
SCI and DPIM, and also offers many advantages over them,
is the use of the so-called potential backup cost (PBC) function derived mathematically from rigorous statistical analysis
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of experimental data, in conjunction with APF. Such a heuristic, named APF with Potential Backup Cost (APF-PBC), decomposes the joint-optimization problem into two simpler (and
tractable) phases: selecting an optimal AP, then an optimal BP
(using any well-known shortest path algorithms) just as APF.
However, unlike APF, it assigns a cost of w + βe (w) to each
link before AP is selected (in the first phase), where w is the
ABW required by the connection, and βe (w) ≤ w represents
the potential backup cost (i.e., BBW) to be incurred on the
corresponding BP yet-to-be-chosen (in the second phase). In
this way, the APF-PBC heuristic can take into consideration
the inter-phase correlation (i.e., the impact of selecting an AP
on the amount of BBW sharing) just as an approach based on
an ILP formulation. In short, the proposed APF-PBC method
combines the best of the APF heuristic and ILP-based approach
while avoiding their shortcomings.
Hereafter, we will refer to the proposed two representative
schemes that apply the proposed path determination algorithm
APF-PBC, and use complete and partial information, respectively, as SCI-P and DPIM-P, respectively, where “P” stands for
PBC. We will compare their performance with that of SCI and
DPIM, as well as NS and SPI.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides background information including the notations to be
used throughout the paper, and reviews prior solutions including SCI, SR, DPIM, and SPI. Section III describes the main
idea and motivation behind the proposed APF-PBC, and the
SCI-P and DPIM-P schemes that apply the APF-PBC heuristic algorithm when using complete and partial information, respectively. Sections IV through VI describe in detail the Potential Backup Cost (PBC) function, including its mathematical derivation, approximation and simplification, respectively,
based on the analysis of experimental data. Section VII presents
the performance evaluation model used, followed by numerical
results of the performance comparison. Section VIII concludes
the paper.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we first present the notation to be used
throughout the paper, and then briefly describe the basic ideas
of existing schemes. In the following, we will limit our discussion to protection against a single link failure. Note that the
problem of protection against the failure of a single node other
than the ingress or egress node can be transformed to that of
protection against a single link. For example, one can first treat
a network as a directed graph, then split each node into two
halves, one for all incoming links to the node and the other for
all outgoing links, and finally interconnect the two halves with
an “added” directed link. The failure of this added directed link
thus becomes equivalent to the failure of the node.
A. Notation
To facilitate our presentation, the following notations will be
used

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

E: The set of directed links in a network (the number of
the links in the set is E).
w: The amount of bandwidth requested by a survivable
connection. To satisfy the request, the amount of additional ABW that needs to be reserved on each link along a
new AP is w, but the amount of additional BBW that needs
to be reserved on each link along a new BP could be less
due to BBW sharing.
Ae : Total (i.e., aggregated) ABW on link e dedicated to
the set of connections whose APs traverse link e.
Be : Total BBW allocated on link e to the set of connections whose BPs traverse link e.
Re : Residue bandwidth of link e. Re = Ce − Ae − Be ,
where Ce is the capacity of link e,
Sab : Total amount of bandwidth required by the set of connections whose APs traverse link a and whose BPs traverse link b. It is a fraction of Aa and Bb .
PA (e) = {Seb |b ∈ E}: Profile of ABW on a given link
e. This is a vector consisting of a list (or set) of Seb values,
one for each link b. It specifies the amount of ABW on link
e that is protected by every link (e.g., b1 , b2 · · · bE ∈ E) in
the network.
PA e = max Seb : This is the maximum value over all the
∀b

components in PA (e). It is also the sufficient amount of
bandwidth that needs be reserved on any link in the network in order to protect against the failure of link e.
The following notations is useful only for the description of
the proposed PBC function.
• PAe : This is the average value over all the components of
a given ABW profile on link e.
b
• M = max Sa : This is also equal to max PAe .
∀a,b

∀e

Additional notations having only local significance (i.e., useful within a section) will be introduced when necessary. For a
list of the acronyms used, see the end of the paper.
B. Prior Work
We now turn to previous solutions, which can be classified
into two main categories, one using complete information (per
flow or aggregated) and the other using partial (and aggregated)
information.
1) Schemes Using Complete Information: We first review
the SCI scheme in [10], where a controller maintains the set of
connections whose APs traverse e and the set of connections
whose BPs traverse e, in addition to Be and Re , for every link
e ∈ E. Based on such information, Sab for every link a and link
b (i.e., all possible combinations of a link pair) can be derived.
Accordingly, if link b is to be used by the new BP, whose corresponding AP is already determined, the additional BBW (or
backup cost) to be allocated on link b for the new BP, denoted
by BC b , can be calculated as
BC b = max{ max (Sab + w − Bb ), 0}
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∀a∈AP

(1)

(where Sab , and Bb should take their current value before any
bandwidth is allocated to the new connection). In [10], an ILP
formulation is described which can be used to determine a pair
of link-disjoint paths with a minimal TBW for use as an AP and
a BP, respectively.
The two schemes proposed in [9] also use complete information, but they differ from SCI mainly in that they use the
APF heuristic instead of ILP formulation to determine an AP
and a BP. More specifically, in these two schemes, each edge
node maintains complete aggregate information, which is Sab
for every pair of links a, b ∈ E. In the first scheme, called Survivable Routing (SR), an AP with a minimal number of eligible
links(i.e., links whose residual bandwidth Rb is larger than w) is
found first using a shortest path algorithm. Then, the links used
by the AP is removed (or assigned an positive infinite cost), and
each remaining link b is assigned a cost equal to BC b given by
Eq. 1. Thereafter, each link b with Rb < BC b is removed,
and a cheapest path found next is used as the BP. The second
scheme, which is a variation of SR, is called Successive Survivable Routing (SSR). The main difference between SR and SSR
is that, in the latter, some existing BPs are allowed to change,
not only in the way they are routed but also the amount of additional BBW reserved for them, after the matrix Sab is updated
as a result of setting up a new connection. Such changes may
in turn trigger changes to other existing BPs until an equilibrium state is reached. Although SSR can achieve a better BBW
sharing than SR, the iterative process involving changes to the
existing BPs introduces a high signaling and control overhead,
especially under distributed control. This is why in this paper,
we will only consider schemes that do not require existing BPs
to change.
There are several other schemes that use more or less the
same order of magnitude of information as O(E 2 ) with no better performance than SCI [6,14–16]. Later, we will use SCI as a
representative scheme when comparing performance with that
of the proposed SCI-P scheme.
2) Schemes Using Partial Information: We now review two
schemes using partial information: one based on SPI [10], and
the other based on DPIM [11].
In SPI, only the values of Ae and Be (in addition to Re ) for
every link e are maintained by each edge node. As a result, the
amount of information to be maintained at each node is O(E).
However, the flip side is that, with such partial information,
the additional BBW to be allocated on link b for the new BP,
assuming its corresponding AP is already determined, can only
be estimated as
BC b = max{ max (Aa + w − Bb ), 0}
∀a∈AP

(2)

Since Aa > Sab , Eq. 2 results in an over-estimation of the
backup cost when compared to Eq. 1. Accordingly, when using
an ILP formulation similar to that used in SCI, SPI obtains a
less optimal pair of AP and BP than SCI.

In the DPIM scheme described in [11], every node (i.e., edge
or core) maintains some (O(E)) information for each local outgoing link e, which includes PA (e), Be , Re , PA e . The last
scalar is for convenience only as it can be derived from the first
vector. In addition, an edge (ingress) node will also maintain
three scalars, Be , Re , and PA e for each remote (i.e., non-local)
link e. Note that, this still limits the amount of information to
be maintained at each node to O(E). How the local information
is updated and remote/non-local information is exchanged, and
how connections are established/released (as well as how bandwidth is allocated and deallocated along APs and BPs) through
distributed control and signaling have been discussed in [11].
The DPIM scheme uses an ILP formulation similar to that
used by SPI with several improvements. For example, in DPIM,
the estimated backup cost can be obtained as follows:
BC b = max{ max min{(PAa + w − Bb ), w}, 0}
∀a∈AP

(3)

Such an estimation is more accurate than that given by Eq. 2
since Sab ≤ PA a ≤ Aa . Due to this and other improvements,
DPIM has been shown to perform much better than SPI. Later,
we will compare the performance of DPIM (as well as SPI) with
the proposed DPIM-P scheme.
III. OVERVIEW OF P ROPOSED APF-PBC AND THE
S CHEMES BASED ON APF-PBC
As discussed in the Sec. I, a major challenge in achieving
efficient shared path protection in an on-line case is that, while
a fixed amount of ABW (i.e., w units) is to be allocated on
each link used by an AP, the amount of BBW to be allocated on
each link along a BP depends on many factors including which
links are used by the corresponding AP. This is why the APF
heuristic (as well as other similar heuristics) is not ideal as it
does not consider (nor cares about) the potential cost along the
BP yet to be chosen when selecting the AP. In addition, the SPP
algorithm such as the one in [12], which is suitable for the NS
scheme, does not take possible BBW sharing into consideration
either in that it essentially assumes that the cost of each link on
a BP is also equal to w.
On the other hand, on-line “joint-optimization” schemes
based on ILP formulations guarantee minimal allocation of
TBW for each request by jointly optimize the selection of both
AP and BP. However, they do not guarantee an optimal result
for all requests that arrive over time. In addition, their computational complexity is too high to be scalable.
The main motivation for our work on APF-PBC is to overcome the disadvantages of the APF and ILP based schemes,
while trying to combine the best of the two. More specifically,
the path determination algorithms based on APF-PBC can run
as fast as those based on APF. Yet, they can also take into consideration the BBW to be allocated when determining the AP
as in ILP-based schemes. This is accomplished by assigning
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an additional potential cost βe (w) ≤ w to each link, based
on which the AP is selected using a shortest-path algorithm.
This βe (w) is derived mathematically based on the statistical
analysis of experimental data (just as many theorems in quantum physics were), as to be described in the following sections.
Note that, APF may be considered as a special case of APFPBC where the value of βe (w) is always set to zero.
The main idea of a scheme based on APF-PBC, such as the
proposed SCI-P and DPIM-P, is as follows. Given a network
with some existing connections, any link e whose Re < w will
be removed initially as such a link cannot be used by the new
AP. Each remaining link a will be assigned a cost which is equal
to w + βa (w). A cheapest path is then found for use as the
AP (using any well-know shortest path algorithm). As βa (w)
does not need to use more information than that used by DPIM,
having more (e.g., complete) information will not change how
the AP is selected. In other words, given the same starting point,
both DPIM-P and SCI-P will select the same AP.
After the AP is selected, the links along it are then removed,
but the other links removed initially should now be put back as
they may have enough residual bandwidth for the corresponding BP yet to be chosen.
To select the corresponding BP, each link (other than those
along the AP) will first be assigned a cost given by Eq. 1 if
SCI-P is used, or Eq. 3 if DPIM-P is used. A cheapest path
algorithm is then used to find the BP. Clearly, having complete
information as in SCI-P leads to more accurate estimation of the
additional BBW (or backup cost) for each link, and accordingly
a better BP, than having partial information as in DPIM-P.
Note that APF-PBC can also be applied to modify the SPI
scheme into what one may call SPI-P. Our results, though not
shown in this paper, indicate that SPI-P can outperform SPI
(which is based on ILP formulation), just as SCI-P and DPIMP can outperform SCI and DPIM, respectively. In addition, our
results also indicate that SCI-P and DPIM-P can outperform
their counterparts that use naive heuristics such as APF and SPP
(including SR).
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Fig. 1. A 15-node network

be used by BPs to protect against the failure of link a. If link b
were to be used by a new BP (whose corresponding AP is going
to use link a), and the amount of the BBW already allocated to
link b (which is Bb ) were known to be x, the additional BBW
needed on link b (or backup cost) is
BCab = max{s + w − x, 0}

(4)

where s = Sab , which should be no greater than x.
A. Step One
The first step towards “guessing” the potential backup cost is
to assume that s is known for the time being (this assumption
will be relaxed later), and proceed to calculate an “expected”
backup cost using a weighted average over all possible values of
x
, for
x (i.e., Bb of all b ∈ E). More specifically, we will treat M
an arbitrary link b, (where M = max Bb ), as a random variable
∀b

U between 0 and 1 whose Cumulative Distribution Function
(CDF) F (U ), obtained experimentally, is illustrated in Fig. 2.
b
As can be seen, F (U = B
M ) can be approximated by a normal
distribution function N (µ, δ) (shown in dashed curve), where
µ is the mean value, and δ is its standard deviation. Let its
corresponding probability density function be f (U ).
1

0.9

IV. P OTENTIAL BACKUP C OST - D ERIVATION

0.8

In this section, we will describe how the PBC function βa (w)
is derived based on the statistical analysis of experimental data.
Even though the experimental data presented here is based on
the traces collected from the simulation runs in which SCI is
applied to the 15-node network shown in Fig. 1 assuming infinite link capacity (see Sec. VII for additional assumptions made
in those experiments), we have found that the statistical characteristics of the data do not change significantly with topologies, demand patterns and shared path protection schemes used.
More importantly, the derived PBC function works well in all
the cases we have studied.
Note that a major challenge is that when trying to determine
PBC function for link a, the ingress node responsible for path
determination does not even know which link has been or will
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Based on Eq. 4 and the definition of a density function, the
expected backup cost of using any link b by the BP to back up
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an AP using link a, provided that the value of Sab is equal to s,
becomes

1

0.9

0.8

0.7

0

f(

x

)

x
M
(s + w − x) P (M ≥y≥s)
d( M
) (5)

x
where min( s+w
M , 1) is used as the upper bound for M due to
b
the fact that BCa = 0 when x ≥ s + w. In addition, P (M ≥
s
), denotes the probability
y ≥ s), which is equal to F (1)−F ( M

that a variable y (representing the BBW on a link) is between
s and M , and thus needs to be included since only those links
whose M ≥ y ≥ s are valid.
Note that ζ(w, s, M ) is in fact independent of any particular link. The solid lines in Fig. 3 shows a typical graph for
ζ(w, s, M ), where the horizontal and vertical axis are normalized to M and w, respectively. The value of ζ(w, s, M ) for
a given w, s and M is obtained by using the adaptive Lobatto quadrature [17] method to evaluate the integral function
in Eq. 5, and those values form the curves shown in Fig. 3. In
Fig. 3, M is chosen to be 125 units, which is a typical value
after a large number (e.g. 500) of connections have been established in each of the several experiments conducted.
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Let the corresponding density function be g(V ) (whose actual distribution or its approximation is not important). Based
on the above discussion, the potential backup cost is:

βa (w) =

0

1

ζ(w, s, M )g(

s
s
)d(
)
PA a
PA a

(6)

1
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B. Step Two
The second step towards guessing the potential backup cost
is to relax the assumption that s is known by calculating a
weighted average value of ζ(w, s, M ) over all possible values
of s on link a. More specifically, let us treat PAs a as a random variable V between 0 and 1 with a CDF G(V ). Fig. 4
shows G(V = PAs a ), obtained experimentally, for five randomly selected links in the 15-node network (specifically, links
0 → 1, 2 → 6, 8 → 3, 9 → 5, 9 → 12).
From Fig. 4, it seems that the CDF G(V ) may be approximated by an exponential function (which matches our intuition/expectation), but such an approximation is not necessary
to derive the potential cost function and hence will not be made.

In this section, we will simplify Eq. 6 with several reasonable
approximations.
First, from the dashed lines in Fig. 3, it seems that each curve
(or rather the points on each curve), which corresponds to a
given value of w can be approximated (or fit) by a line of the
)
s
form Y = c1 · X + c2 , where Y = ζ(w,s,M
,X = M
, and
w
the values of c1 and c2 depend on the given w and M (as to
be discussed later). Although such an line-fitting approximation is good only up to the point where X reaches about 0.75, it
will not have much affect on the value of βa (w) given by Eq. 6
above. This is because as can be seen from Fig. 4, the probability that PAs a is larger than 0.75 is already very small. Moreover,
s
is larger than 0.75 is
since PAa ≤ M , the probability that M
even smaller, and in fact, almost negligible.
Furthermore, as can be seen from Fig. 3, we may fit the group
of curves with lines as follows. First, the slopes of these fitting
lines (shown in dashed lines), to be denoted by Φ(w, M ) (instead of c1 to more clearly indicate their dependency on w and
dY
s
at a reasonable value of X (or M
).
M ), may be obtained as dX
s
Fig. 5 shows the values of Φ(w, M ) (obtained when M = 0.75)
as a function of w normalized with M .
It is clear from Fig. 5 that Φ(w, M ) can be simply
approxw
imated by an exponential function η(1 − e− γM ) (shown in
dashed curve), where η = 1.2 and γ = 0.2.
In addition, as can be seen from Fig. 3, c2 ≈ 0.2 if w = 40,
and c2 ≈ 0.1 if w = 20 and so on. In other words, c2 ≈ 0.05w.
But since in all these cases, M = 125, we may set c2 = θw
M,
where θ ≈ 0.6 (we use variable θ here to make the solution
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1.4

To avoid the need to maintain PA a at the edge nodes, one
Aa
may replace PA a with µa · PA a , where µa = P
PA a is almost a
constant as can be seen from its CDF shown in Figure 6, which
is obtained experimentally. From the figure, it is clear that the
CDF can be fit by a curve with a normal distribution function
N ((µ, δ) (shown in dashed curve), whose mean is around 0.18
and whose standard deviation is only 0.043.
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Fig. 5. Graph of Φ(w, M )

0.5

0.4

more general so that we can further study its impact in the next
subsection).
In short, we have the following approximation for
ζ(w, s, M ):

0.3

0.2

0.1

0

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

2

w
ws
+θ·
(7)
ζ(w, s, M ) ≈ Φ(w, M ) ·
M
M
(where the right hand and left hand sides of Eq. 7, normalized
with w, are plotted using the curves and lines, respectively, in
Fig. 3).
We now plug in this approximation for ζ(w, s, M ) into Eq. 6.
Since we have:
 ∞
 1
s
s
s
s
s · g(
)d(
)=
s · g(
)d(
) = PAa
PA a
PA a
PA a
PA a
0
0
(this is because PAs a ≤ 1 and the expected value of s on link a,
is, by definition, PAa ), and in addition

0

1

g(

s
s
)d(
)=1
PAa
PAa

,
we have the following approximation for βa (w):
βa (w) ≈

θ · w2
Φ(w, M ) · w · PAa
+
M
M

While one may use the potential cost function given in Eq. 8,
it can be further simplified without affecting its usefulness or
the performance of a scheme that adopts it.
First, we note that if Eq. 8 is used, each edge node needs to
maintain PAa which is not needed in the DPIM. Every time an
edge node satisfies a connection establishment (or release) request whose AP uses link a, it can simply increase (or decrease)
PA a by wq
E , where q is the number of links along the chosen BP,
and multicast the updated value to all other edge nodes.

0.5

µa

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

Fig. 6. Distribution of µa

To further simplify the PBC function, one may omit the sec2
ond term in Eq. 8, that is, θ·w
M , as this term is not only small,
but most importantly, independent of all links as well (as to be
shown, this omission will not affect the usefulness of the PBC
function).
Finally, we note that for any request with w > 0, the value
of Φ(w, M ) is larger than 0 but no greater than 1.2 (see Fig. 5).
In particular, it is independent of the link for which a PBC is
being estimated.
The results shown in Fig 7, for example, indicate that any
reasonable value of µa · Φ(w, M ) between 0 and 1 may be used
to estimate the PBC without any significant impact on the performance of the APF-PBC heuristic. In other words, we may
replace µa · Φ(w, M ) with a constant c to arrive at Eq. 9.
βa (w) = c ·

(8)

VI. P OTENTIAL BACK C OST - S IMPLIFICATION

0.4

w · PAa
M

(9)

As can be seen from Fig 7 which shows the bandwidth saving ratio of DPIM-P over NS in the 15-node network (detail in
Sec. VII), the value of c does not matter much as long as c ≤ 1.
The figure also shows that with or without the second term in
Eq. 8, (i.e., with θ = 0.6 or θ = 0), the performance of DPIM-P
is pretty much the same.
Note that such a PBC function, though derived mathematically, is quite intuitive as the larger the w, the higher the PBC.
In addition, for a given w, the larger the PAa , the more likely
that a larger amount of additional BBW needs be allocated on
BP (and hence a larger PBC).
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0.33

For the case with dynamic traffic, the bandwidth required
varies from 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 12 units with probability being
20%, 10%, 30%, 10%, 10%, 20%, respectively. In addition,
requests are assumed to arrive according to a Poisson process,
and the connection duration has a Pareto distribution. This is
just an attempt to model realistic traffic (which may be selfsimilar and whose bandwidth requirements range from OC-1 or
52Mbps to OC-12 or 622Mbps). Other possibilities, including uniformly distributed bandwidth requirements and exponentially distributed connection durations, have also been examined, and we have found that they have no significant impact
on the performance of various schemes studied in this paper.

θ=0
θ = 0.6

Average Bandwidth Saving Ratio Vs. NS
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Fig. 7. The effect of constants c and θ on the performance of APF-PBC

VII. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
We are primarily interested in comparing the performance of
the schemes based on APF-PBC, namely SCI-P, and DPIM-P,
with their counterparts based on ILP, namely SCI and DPIM,
Processing and signaling overheads are ignored in this quantitative comparison study. When simulating APF-PBC based
schemes, c in Eq. 9 is set to 0.5. Note that many other potential functions derived from intuition may be used. However,
we have tested some of them and have found that they do not
perform as well as that given by Eq. 9.
In the rest of the section, we describe the network topology assumed, traffic types considered, and performance metrics
used before presenting the results.
A. Network Topology
To facilitate a fair comparison between various schemes, we
consider the topology shown in Fig. 1, which is the same as that
used in [10] and has 15 nodes and 28 bi-directed edges (for a
total of 56 links). The capacity of each link is assumed to be
either infinite or limited as to be discussed in the next subsection. Another large network called USnet (with 46 nodes and
76 bi-directed edges [18]) is also considered, which consistent
performance results have been obtained.
B. Traffic Types
We consider two types of traffic, one in which an established
connection lasts forever (i.e., incremental traffic) as in [9, 10],
and the other in which it may terminate after a certain duration
(i.e., dynamic traffic) as in [11].
In both cases, the ingress and egress of a connection establishment request is evenly distributed among all nodes, and requests arrive in an on-line fashion. For the case with incremental traffic, the bandwidth required by the connections is uniformly distributed between 1 and 10 units as in [10]. Note that,
any request arrival process may be assumed.

C. Performance Metrics
The following two performance metrics are used, one for
each traffic type considered.
1) Bandwidth Saving (Ratio): To obtain this metric, it is assumed that the capacity of each link is infinite (and hence all requests will be satisfied), and the traffic is incremental. After an
appreciable number of requests have been satisfied, TBW consumed (i.e., sum of ABW and BBW on APs and BPs, respectively) for each of the schemes is evaluated and consequently,
bandwidth saving, in terms of TBW consumption ratio over the
NS scheme, is determined as similarly done in [10]. Note that,
for a given request, the BBW required need not be less than
the ABW required in NS. Hence, even if an ideal scheme that
achieves maximum BBW sharing is used, the bandwidth saving ratio will be upper-bounded by 50% (achievable only if no
BBW is needed at all).
2) Total Earning (Ratio): The bandwidth saving measure
may not mean much since in a practical case, all links have a
finite capacity and thus not all requests can be satisfied.
Accordingly, in this set of experiments (simulation), we assume that each link has a finite capacity and dynamic traffic is
considered. For example, in the Fig. 1 above, each dark (bold)
link (consisting of two unidirectional links) is assumed to have
a capacity of 192 units in each direction (to model an OC-192
link), and each of the other links has a capacity of 48 units in
each direction (to model an OC-48 link). As a result, some requests will be rejected under a heavy traffic load.
The total number of rejected connection establishment requests (after an initial set of requests are satisfied) using each
scheme has been used as a performance measure (e.g., in [10]).
However, comparison between different schemes based on such
a measure (or equivalently blocking probability) may not be fair
as it does not differentiate one request from another [11].
This motivates us to use the total earning (or revenue) as a
metric as in [11] based on a scheme-independent Earning Rate
matrix whose entry at (i, j) represents earnings per bandwidth
unit and time unit by a connection from ingress node i to egress
node j. The earnings from a connection from i to j is thus the
product of the earning rate, requested units of bandwidth, and
the connection duration.
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In this study, for lack of a better alternative, the earning rate
is based on the cost of using the cheapest (or shortest) pair of
AP and BP in the network from i to j (assuming there were
infinite capacity in the network), and hence is independent of
the current load in the network 1 . An important and desirable
consequence of using the assumed earning rate (along with the
earnings from a connection) is that it tends to discourage an
algorithm that tries to maximize earnings from choosing an unnecessarily expensive (or long) path to establish the connection.
Because choosing an expensive/long path under such a model
may prevent other (future) connections from being established
and thus resulting in lost revenues.
We compare the total earnings of each scheme and in particular, the improvement ratio over the NS scheme.

TABLE I
AVERAGE BANDWIDTH S AVING R ATIO

15-node network
37.2%(SCI)
28.0%(DPIM)
38.7%(SCI-P) 32.1%(DPIM-P)
46-node network
34.0%(SCI)
25.9%(DPIM)
34.7%(SCI-P) 28.8%(DPIM-P)
Fig. 9 shows the total earnings after processing 500 demands
(not all of them are satisfied).
4

8

D. Simulation Results

x 10

SCI−P
SCI
DPIM−P
DPIM
NS
SPI

Total Earning (After 500 Demands)

7.5

Fig. 8 shows the total bandwidth consumed after satisfying
200 connection establishment requests (or demands) in the 15node network from 10 experiments (simulation runs). It can be
seen from the figure that, given the same O(E) partial information, DPIM-P consistently outperforms DPIM (which in turn
consistently outperforms SPI). In addition, SCI-P also outperforms SCI slightly. The difference between SCI-P and DPIM-P
may not be big enough to warrant the additional overhead involved in maintaining O(E 2 ) complete information as required
by SCI-P.
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Table I shows the average bandwidth saving ratio (vs. NS)
(over the 10 experiments) in the 15-node and 46-node networks.
For each network, the first row is for schemes using ILP, and the
second is for their corresponding schemes using APF-PBC.
In order to evaluate the performance of various schemes in
networks with limited link capacity and dynamic traffic, another
10 experiments have been conducted in which each network
is loaded with heavy (dynamic) traffic (under a light load, the
differences between various schemes are insignificant).
1 If

the earning rate is load-dependent, it will become scheme-dependent also

An interesting observation is that while the SCI and DPIM
based schemes perform well, SPI performed poorly and in fact,
worse than NS in some experiments. This is because BC b given
by Eq. 2 may be larger than w (which is needed by NS), that
is, SPI may overly estimate the BBW needed, and allocate excessive BBW. This is especially problematic in a network with
limited capacity as many connection requests that could have
been satisfied even in NS will now be rejected.
Table II shows the average total earning ratio (vs. NS)
for SCI and DPIM based schemes. These results also show
that schemes based on APF-PBC outperform their counterparts
based on ILP.
In short, our performance comparison study for both incremental and dynamic traffic patterns reviews that:
SCI-P > SCI > DPIM-P > DPIM >> SPI/NS

(where the sign “>” means either “uses less TBW than” or
“generates more earning than”).
Note that, while the performance improvement of the APFPBC based schemes over their ILP-based counterparts may not
be significant, the fact that they do improve the performance
and at the same time, reduce the computational time by several orders of magnitude makes them far more superior than
their ILP based counterparts or any other existing heuristics for
shared path protection.
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TABLE II
AVERAGE T OTAL E ARNING R ATIO

15-node network
28.7%(SCI)
19.3%(DPIM)
29.6%(SCI-P) 23.1%(DPIM-P)
46-node network
45.6%(SCI)
32.0%(DPIM)
45.7%(SCI-P) 35.8%(DPIM-P)
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel heuristic called APFPBC to determine a pair of active and backup paths for each
on-line request to establish a connection using shared path protection. Its basic idea is to attach a potential backup cost (PBC)
to each link so that one may select an active path first (APF),
while still taking into consideration the impact of bandwidth
sharing along a yet-to-be-chosen backup path.
We have mathematically derived a potential backup cost
(PBC) function based on the statistical analysis of experimental data, which can be used to minimize the total bandwidth or
maximize the total earnings. Although the APF-PBC heuristic can be used with only partial information under distributed
control, it can also be applied when complete information is
available and/or under centralized control. In fact, its basic idea
may also be extended to other joint optimization problems.
One of the interesting results obtained from this study is that
the proposed APF-PBC, of which APF is a special case, can not
only run much faster than ILP based schemes, but also outperform them. Our performance evaluation results have revealed
that this is true in all the on-line cases we have considered in
this paper, as long as APF-PBC and ILP have the same information (either complete or partial), traffic load (either incremental or dynamic) and constraints (such as no rearrangements of existing connections). We have explained the reason
for this ground-breaking and pleasantly surprising result, which
should encourage people to look for more practical and efficient
heuristics when tackling similar on-line optimization problems
instead of simply resorting to ILP. Finally, we will describe how
to extend the proposed APF-PBC heuristic to the case where a
pair of paths that are Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG) [19, 20]
disjoint need to be established in a future paper.
ACRONYMS
ABW
AP
APF
APF-PBC
BBW
BP
CDF
DPIM
DPIM-P
ILP

Active Bandwidth
Active Path
Active Path First
APF with Potential Backup Cost
Backup Bandwidth
Backup Path
Cumulative Distribution Function
Distributed Partial Information Management
DPIM with APF-PBC
Integer Linear Programming

NS
PBC
SCI
SCI-P
SPI
SPP
SR
TBW

No Sharing
Potential Backup Cost
Sharing with Complete Information
SCI with APF-PBC
Sharing with Partial Information
Shortest Pair of Path
Survivable Routing
Total Bandwidth
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